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THE BULLETIN FOR JUNE & JULY 2016
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Welcome again to all fellow numismatists
and everyone receiving this monthly bulletin.
That was quite the light show and storm that
Mother Nature provided to us here in
Southern Ontario last night with a welcome
soaking for all the plants that have been
dying of thirst this spring. With summer just
around the corner, and the coin meeting
season taking a break, it’s a perfect time to
thank everyone involved with keeping our
club vibrant and flourishing even after fifty
plus years of existence.

There are so many of the members that
help make this club great and it is this
volunteer enthusiasm that many of our
members posses that keeps this club
relevant.

The first group of people I would like to
thank are all those members that have
donated items to the club, either for raffle
giveaways, or items that have been
auctioned off. These gifts provide the club
with items that other members can win
during our monthly draws, and more
importantly these draw tickets are a way in
which the clubs coffers are kept full. The
better material that gets donated usually goes
into our monthly club auction and often
raises large amounts of money for the club
directly. A member that has done more than
his share last year of donating this quality
material was Norman Gordon, to whom the
club is thankful for his generosity.

The next group that I would like to thank
are all those people from outside of the club
that have taken time out of their busy
schedules to come and speak to us at our
monthly meeting. These individuals

continue to give back to the hobby whenever
they are asked and are warmly thanked for
their contribution in educating our members.
Thanks to Hitesh Doshi, Ron Cheek, Brian
Thomson and this month’s speaker, Chris
Poissant for their support of the club. The
club members gain so much knowledge
from the vast variety of topics that are
speakers’ bring to us that a second thank
you is warranted

Now you maybe sitting there reading
this President’s message, which is a part of
one of the finest local newsletters in the
country, and enjoying the content and club
news. Do you think the articles and
photographs that appear in the monthly
bulletin just materialize out of thin air or
put themselves on the paper by themselves?
Of course they don’t. They are assembled in
a logical, organized, fashion with fresh
content and the up to date information that
the club members can go to as a reference.
Paul Petch has done an outstanding job as
the editor for many years and his continuing
effort to put out the highest quality product
for you, the members of the North York Coin
Club, is a daunting task that he handles with
ease. Thanks again Paul for your support
and work towards making sure this club runs
as smoothly as it does.

The next group of members work as a
tight cohesive unit, that changes now and
them, but consistently make our club’s
monthly auction run as smooth as any of
the big boy’s auctions do. The lots are
always logged in and sold in a very
professional manner with the consignor
getting his or her money accurately and in a

timely manner at the conclusion of each
meeting. I would like to thank Paul J, Dick,
Mark, Andrew, David and our Treasurer,
Ben, for their hard work and colour
commentary on the lots that help make our
auction a more informal and fun adventure.
Many an interesting lot has passed over the
auctioneer’s table this year and I would also
like to thank the consignor’s for their wide
range of quality material.

NEXT MEETING
TUESDAY, JUNE 28
We start gathering in the 

Banquet Room on the first floor of the 
Edithvale Community Centre, 
at 7:00 p.m. with meeting start 

scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
Our feature speaker at this meeting will

be Chris Poissant, an active collector who
recently joined our club. His talk is entitled,
“Morgan Dollars: Coin or Corporate
Welfare.” Chris has been studying this US
silver dollar type for a while and will have
some interesting things to say.

Don’t forget to bring along your recent
finds or special treasures to share with us
during the show and tell!

Please remember to bring your
auction lots so we can have a really
fine auction at this meeting. Also, we
appreciate all donations to our supply
of draw prize material.  

President’s Message continues on page 3...

Please remember that there is no meeting
in July, but we will be back with an
R.C.N.A. Convention report meeting on
August 23 to kick off our 2016-2017 season.
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The 622nd meeting of the North York Coin Club was held on
Tuesday, May 24, 2016 in the 1st floor Banquet Room at the Edithvale
Community Centre. It was hammered to order at 7:30 P.M. with our
President, Bill O’Brien, in the chair and 19 members and 2 guests
in attendance.

Member Ross McInnes was not present when his name was
drawn to receive the on-time attendance
draw prize of $2.00. The draw will
increase to $4.00 for the June 28th

meeting.
Bill asked members present if they

had noticed any errors or omissions in
the minutes of the April meeting as
published in the May newsletter. With no
corrections noted, Norman G. Gordon
made a motion to accept the minutes,
which was seconded by Italo Villella.
Motion carried.

The floor was then turn over to
Treasurer, Ben Boelens, who reported on
the club finances.

Bill O’Brien reported briefly on the
status of our Coin Show on May 28th.
Once again another sell out show and we
look forward to seeing everyone this
coming weekend.

Bill also took a moment to thank
member Norman G. Gordon for his kind
donation of Canadian Token Collector
Association newsletters, The Canadian
Token, in 4 multi-year volumes. They
were consigned to our auction for this
evening.

Paul asked for the floor to talk about
a subject that had concerned him. He
recently received notification of the
availability of the 2015 Annual Mint
report. He was appalled by the lack of
numismatic information available in the
report. It didn’t even include the
mintages for Canadian coins produced at
the mint. He felt that this was yet another
indicator of their disregard for their
traditional responsibilities; and instead
focusing on the total commercialism
apparent in their sales catalogue.

Because a guest speaker was
delivering this evening’s talk, any
further business was deferred until after
the talk. Our guest speaker for the
evening was Hitesh Doshi, Architectural
Science Professor at Ryerson
University; his presentation entitled “Art

and Banknotes” took a different approach to the subject than is
traditionally done. Hitesh’s presentation focused on banknotes as a
medium for art. First, talking about examples of banknotes or parts
of banknotes being used to create mixed-media artworks, he
introduced the works of Mark Wagner, C. K. Wilde and Scott
Campbell as well as 3-dimensional pieces of origami figures or items

jewellery. Hitesh mentioned that the
banknotes themselves were not the only
items of value; these pieces of artwork
are worth thousands of dollars. Next he
introduced the field “art on banknotes”
such as the “Spock Canadian 5-dollar”
notes that were a popular trend this year.
In particular Hitesh featured a series of
poignant satirical works using Euro
banknotes by the Greek artist Stefanos.

Hitesh finished his talk with an area
that he enjoys concentrating on in his
own numismatic research. He enjoys
analysing banknotes look for interesting
anomalies that appear on banknotes,
which result from registration errors
during the multi-stage printing process.
He also introduced the subject of
“hickies” or small spots on banknotes
caused from impurities in the ink or
minute foreign material landing on the
plates.

Hitesh was presented with a
certificate of our thanks by Bill O’Brien
after his talk.

Bill then called for our customary
refreshment break from 8:35-8:48 P.M.

With no further business to discuss
we moved to our regular club auction
and lucky draw. Dick Dunn served as
our Auctioneer and Jared Stapleton as
the Runner for the evening. Lucky draw
numbers were called at various times
while the auction took place. Lucky
draw winners for the evening were- Ben
Boelens (2), Henry Nienhuis (3), Darren
B., Bob Velensky (3), Tony Hine (3),
Shawn Hamilton (3), and Franco
Farronato (2). The club earned $27.00
through the sale of the draw tickets! Our
acting auction manager, Paul Petch,
reported that receipts from the auction
added $75.00 to the club coffers, which
included $63.00 in receipts from
donated items.

There being no further business, the
meeting adjourned at 9:17 P.M.

NEWS OF THE MAY 2016 MEETING

We were pleased to welcome out-of-town visitor Mr.
Darren Burgess to our meeting. Actually, Darren is
from away out of town: Melbourne, Australia. He
has been assigned to Canada by his employer and
will be perusing Canadian numismatics until the
middle of July. He is taking in all the coin shops and
club meetings that time and the reality of Canadian
geography will allow. Back at home, Darren is the
President of the Numismatic Society of Victoria
and the Vice-President of the Numismatic
Association of Australia. There are possible plans
that he could be assigned to a return trip here in the
fall, something that he wouldn't mind at all.



The club executive would like to thank members for
supporting the club through the purchase of draw
tickets and draw prize donations. Please consider
supporting your club through a donation of numismatic
material or other items. We would like to thank Hezi
Shami, Shawn Hamilton and of course Norman G.
Gordon for their kind donations to the club. (Don’t
forget to mention your donations to the club secretary
so that your support can be recognized in the minutes
and newsletter.)

Our next regular meeting will take place on
Tuesday, June 28, 2016, in the 1st floor Banquet room
of the Edithvale Community Centre.
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CLASSIFIEDS

WWAANNTT  TTOO  TTRRAADDEE  WWOORRLLDD  CCOOIINNSS??
I am looking to exchange duplicate world
coins with other collectors. So far I have had
some good experiences trading coins. Please
contact me at my e-mail address
boelens40@gmail.com or at 905-890-9484.
WWAANNTTEEDD: A North York Coin Club
formation medal in bronze dated 1960 with
Lady Justice and North York coat of arms on
the reverse. Please contact Paul Petch at
p.petch@rogers.com or phone 416-303-4417.
WWAANNTTEEDD: for my personal collection tokens
from the Knapman Beach, or later called
Burlington Beach, or Canal Amusement Park
(1903-1978). Other related items would also
be considered. Contact me at
wsobcoins@hotmail.com – Thanks, Bill

President’s Message ...
continued from page 1

I am getting down near the bottom of my
list, but there are a few more members that
are very worthy of mention. That is the
club’s executive committee that meets
regularly and coordinates all the events that
happen throughout the coin year. From
contacting and selecting our fine speakers or
arranging the Christmas party and our
meeting space for the year this committee
has accomplished all the chores that are
thrown its way. I would like to thank Paul
Petch, Paul Johnson, Ben Boelens, Phillip
Simms and Henry Nienhuis who
continuously offer their help and assistance
at the executive meeting, or our annual coin
show, or Christmas banquet and are there to
lend a helping hand or moral support to your
President. Also Ben and Henry have other

duties as treasurer and club secretary and
those duties are also accomplished with
much ease and in a timely manner. I thank
all of you and any I may have forgotten
because it is this volunteer spirit and
camaraderie that has made this club a
numismatic staple for over half a century.

That wraps up the individual thanks that
I wished to highlight, but the entire club
should be thanked for coming out to
meetings, our banquet and finally our annual
Coin Show. That took place since our last
meeting and again this year was an
overwhelming success. The volume of
prospective customers seems to be
increasing each year and the quality of
material being offered continues to be quite
strong.

Before finishing this message, I must
bring to you one last item that I think you
will find of interest.

Asummer highlight, the Royal Canadian
Numismatic annual convention is being held
this year from July 19-24th. With a bourse,
numismatic auction, educational seminars,
youth activities, convivial activities plus
special interest meetings to numerous to
mention, this will be an event to centre a
summer vacation around. Ottawa is only a
short trip away and in Ontario where your
vacation dollar will go further than down
south. Most of the information about the
convention is now available on-line so check
out the web site of the R.C.N.A. for all the
latest.

Now I think I have run out of members
to thank or events that you should know
about which means it’s time to sign off and
wish each one of you a happy and safe
summer. Happy collecting.

Bill O’Brien

Bill O’Brien (left) presents guest speaker Hitesh Doshi with a certificate of
appreciation for his talk
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Professor David Solomon has received the top-tier
Companion (AC) in the Queen’s Birthday Honours
list, but he only has to open his wallet for proof of his
value to science. The type of plastic banknote he co-
invented, first circulated in Australia in 1988, has since
been exported to 34 countries including Canada, Chile
and Vietnam, and is soon to be released in the UK. In
2014-15 alone, Note Printing Australia, a subsidiary of
the Reserve Bank, delivered 166 million Australian
banknotes and 152 million banknotes to other countries.

But Professor Solomon, 86, an honorary
professorial fellow at the University of Melbourne’s
department of chemical and bimolecular engineering,
is not the bigheaded type. Although he receives no
royalties from the notes, he says, “That doesn’t worry
me. I’m not driven by that. I was employed by CSIRO
and it was my job.”

Although the banknote is “a great achievement and
I don’t want to downplay it,” he is prouder of his
broader breakthrough of working out how to custom-
build plastics by controlling the structure, composition
and properties of polymers. The chemistry is applicable
to fields as diverse as cosmetics, computers and paint.
He was admitted to the elite Royal Society in 2004
and in 2011 he and Professor Ezio Rizzardo were
awarded the Prime Minister’s Prize for Science.

Currently, he is working with Professor Greg Qiao,
head of the university’s polymer group, to develop new
paints, car oils, and biomedical applications such as eye
implants.

A Melbourne criminal gang’s 1966 forgery of
$800,000 worth of $10 bills sparked the then Reserve
Bank governor, Herbert ‘Nugget’Coombs, to ask senior
scientists to design more secure banknotes. Professor
Solomon began his work on the “secret project” at
CSIRO in 1967.

He says partly because the RBA was a reluctant
commercial exporter and technology leader, it wasn’t
until 1988 that it released the first polymer $10 notes,
with clear plastic windows and holograms that deterred
backyard note printing.

But Professor Solomon has advised the RBA to
employ scientists to keep ahead of the forgers.” I said,
‘It’s never going to be over.’You can’t sit still. You’ve
got to get out in front and stay there, and so that’s
what’s happening. They employ scientists who are
coming up with new and improved notes all the time.”

He is “absolutely delighted” with the Order of
Australia to complement his science honours, and the
recognition from wider society was satisfying.

QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY HONOURS 2016:
PROFESSOR DAVID SOLOMON AND PLASTIC MONEY

bbyy  CCaarroollyynnee  WWeebbbb,,  TThhee  SSyyddnneeyy  MMoorrnniinngg  HHeerraalldd  
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Oxfordshire, England —
On June 2, the Bank of
England officially unveiled
its first-ever polymer bank
note; it is also the first bank
note to feature a portrait of
Sir Winston Churchill,
renowned politician, artist,
Nobel Prize winner, and
Prime Minister of Great
Britain during the Second
World War. Churchill was
credited with bolstering the
hopes and spirits of the
British people in the face of
what seemed a possible
victory for Hitler and the
Nazis in the initial months
of fighting in Europe.

The setting for today’s event was Blenheim Palace, the
traditional seat of the Dukes of Marlborough since the 1700’s and
the birthplace of Winston Churchill, a descendant of this illustrious
family. Blenheim is a spectacular palace that is currently one of Great
Britain’s most visited tourist attractions. Still a functioning private
residence, Blenheim’s breath-taking grounds are carefully
manicured, and the staterooms are as fine as anything seen in the
most luxurious and opulent estates.

Invited guests and the
media were brought to the
Marlborough Room in the
Orangery of Blenheim for
the ceremony, which was
opened by Lord Nicholas
Soames, Grandson of Sir
Winston. He spoke of the
history of Blenheim, the
origins of which started with
the first Duke of
Marlborough, whose
allegiance to Queen Anne
earned his family a reward
for their continued service:
the county in which
Blenheim is located, along
with funds to build a stately
home.

The presentation was then hosted by the current and 9th Duke of
Marlborough, who took the opportunity to introduce Governor
Mark Carney. Governor Carney joined the Bank of England in July
2013, and opened with comments on the new polymer bank note,
which will be introduced into circulation later this year. The governor
spoke of the importance of Churchill as a symbol of the nation,
commenting that he’d once been duly voted the greatest Briton of
all time by public poll.

BANK OF ENGLAND UNVEILS DESIGN FOR NEW CHURCHILL £5 Note
bbyy    MMiicchhaaeell  AAlleexxaannddeerr  ffoorr  CCooiinnUUppddaattee  JJuunnee  66,,  22001166

Entrance to Blenheim Palace

Governor Carney’s Presentation
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Carney remarked on the famous Churchill
“bulldog spirit,” famously evidenced during the
challenging years of the Second World War, and
reminded distinguished guests and the immediate
family of Sir Winston that Churchill had been the
only British Prime Minister to receive a Noble
Prize for Literature, which he won in 1953. With
his comments concluded, the audience was
shown a short video unveiling the new design and
detailing many new security features
incorporated into the polymer note.

This was not the first time the Carney had
officiated in the unveiling of a new Bank of
England note; during his early weeks as governor
he announced that 19th-century author Jane
Austen would be featured on the upcoming £10
note.

Governor Carney has taken a special interest
in Bank of England bank notes. It is said he has
spearheaded the transition of the notes from
paper to polymer, a move similar to one he made
while Governor of the Bank of Canada.

With the unveiling concluded, the assembled
guests, family, and the media were shown the
Bank of England’s display and user-friendly
presentation of the new bank note. This took
place adjacent to the Marlborough Room with
about a dozen Bank of England employees from
various departments holding the new £5 notes in
hand, ready to show them off.

New Churchill £5 bank note, obverse

New Churchill £5 bank note, reverse

The Churchill portrait on the note has a
Canadian connection: It is the Yousef
Karsh photo taken on December 30,
1941 just outside the House of
Commons in Ottawa. Churchill had just
given his “some chicken, some neck”
speech to the House, and Churchill was
not aware that there would be a pause
for a portrait. He was belligerent, said,
“You have two minutes. And that's it,
two minutes.” and lit a fresh cigar.
Karsh asked Churchill to remove the
cigar, but Churchill refused. Karsh
walked up to Churchill, supposedly to
get a light level, and said, “Forgive me
sir,” and took the cigar from his mouth.
The determined anger and scorn on
Churchill's face was captured in the
iconic photograph, later used on the
cover of Life magazine at the end of the
war ... and now on this new Bank of
England note.
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Invited guests weren’t the only ones treated to this special
display. Lucky members of the public visiting Blenheim got a
chance to comment on the polymer note and take part in
demonstrations showing its durability when confronted by liquid or
rough handling. Included in the audience of onlookers was the
Duke of Marlborough, who enthusiastically posed for photos with
visitors and the new note, to the delight of many at Blenheim.

Also speaking to the media and guests in the gardens of
Blenheim was Lord Nicholas Soames, the last surviving grandson
of Churchill. Lord Soames spoke of his belief that his grandfather
would have enjoyed the notion of his portrait being included on a
new British bank note. He also mentioned that his grandfather was
somewhat shy and felt he was undeserving of the accolades he was
shown in his later years.

Lord Soames commented during the presentation that his
grandfather had once been offered the title of “Duke of London” by
the Queen for his services to the nation; he turned this down,
commenting that “two dukes in any one family would be two too
many.”

The Bank of England highlighted the new features of the issue,
pointing out its durability, the security elements of the flexible
plastic substrate, and the increased difficulty of counterfeiting
polymer notes. The note also incorporates a foil hologram and a
golden color on the tower of London, included on the clear window.

The new note is 15% smaller than the current note in circulation.
Representatives also confirmed the £10 Austen note and the Turner
£20 note will be issued by 2020 and will be decreased in size to
accommodate the new dimension of the £5 Churchill note.

The note will enter circulation on September 13, 2016. The
Bank of England has announced that the current “Elizabeth Fry” note
will remain in circulation until May 2017 and can be redeemed at
Bank of England offices until then. For more information on the new
Churchill £5 note, as well Bank of England notes presently in
circulation, please visit the Web site of the Bank of England.

My thanks go to the press and media relations department of the
Bank of England for assistance with this article. It is greatly
appreciated.

Photos by Michael Alexander, LBMRC UK.

The Duke of Marlborough with £5 

Comparing Note SizeA young demonstrator
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An image purporting to be
correspondence from Royal Mint regional
director of sales Cheryl Morgan, dated
January 5, 2016 and printed on Royal Mint
letterhead, was posted on the This Is Money
website. It seems to explain the mint’s
position on redemption – however the letter
does NOT contain a signature.

Presumably acting on the Mint’s
guidance, HSBC refused the coins – but only
after a teller had initially accepted them.

Fortunately for James (but maybe not so
much for his preferred bank branch), he
unloaded 210 of the coins before being told
that the remaining 80 would not be accepted.

At the time of this writing, 80 £100 pound
commemorative coins, if convertible to
circulating money, would have a value of
US$11,303, with an intrinsic value of
approximately $2,441.60.

What is Legal Tender, Exactly?
A country’s government is empowered

to enact its own guidelines as to what
constitutes legal tender and what practical
limitations apply to those rules within its
sovereign territory.

HOW THE ROYAL MINT IS ATTEMPTING TO REDEFINE

“LEGAL TENDER” FOR COLLECTOR COINS
bbyy  CChhaarrlleess  MMoorrggaann  && HHuubbeerrtt  WWaallkkeerr  ffoorr  CCooiinnWWeeeekk,,  MMaarrcchh  2200,,  22001166  

The Royal Canadian Mint’s 2016 First
Quarter Financial Report appeared on May
24, the date of the North York Coin Club’s
May meeting. The May issue of The
Bulletin included this editor’s article with
commentary on the 2015 Annual Report
and I took the opportunity at the meeting
of presenting some highlights of that
quarterly report. Foremost in my mind was
an ominous report that the Numismatic
Products division of the RCM had suffered
an $8.7 million loss due to return of coins
in their $20 for $20 program. As a direct
result of this loss the mint made the
statement, “Management is taking steps to
mitigate sales returns in the future.”
Member Jared Stapleton contributed to the
conversation with the news that the mint
had already begun limiting order
quantities. Immediately after the meeting
our guest and Australian visitor, Darren
Burgess, pointed me to some interesting
articles on the whole point of these
collector coins not really being legal
tender. Here is one of them.

The Buckingham Palace Collector Coin

Royal Mint Refusal 
to Redeem Commemorative Coins
at Face Value Calls Into Question
Value of Modern Collector Issues

from the UK

The Royal Mint of the United Kingdom, one of the world’s leading
mints and manufacturers of circulating and commemorative coins, has
established a disturbing precedent by actively advising UK banks not
to redeem collector coins at face value–despite the fact that the Royal
Mint states in its online product descriptions that collector coins are
legal tender in the UK.

It’s a move that troubles industry insiders and the British public,
many of whom were unaware that the commemorative coins they’ve
bought over the years have no practical monetary value.

The issue came to prominence at the end of 2015, when the Mint
learned of a scheme wherein buyers would order bulk quantities of the
Buckingham Palace £100 commemorative coin only to later redeem
them at face value.

According to an article published on January 9 by the UK financial
website thisismoney.uk, one man purchased 293 of the coins in order
to accrue airline miles on his credit card.

It wasn’t his first time, either. The man, identified only as “James”,
said he would “purchase the face value of coins of £20, £50 and £100
and max out [his] credit card.” Then he would take the coins to a branch
of HSBC Bank and redeem them. This seemed to work, until it didn’t.

For while James was making deposits, the bank was seeking
guidance from the Royal Mint on what to do with these precious
metal commemorative coins – coins that, while advertised as “legal
tender”, were not intended for circulation.



In the United States, for instance, all “[U.S.] coins and currency
(including Federal reserve notes and circulating notes of Federal
reserve banks and national banks) are legal tender for all debts, public
charges, taxes, and dues”, while “…foreign gold or silver coins are not
legal tender for debts.”1

This means that a U.S. American Silver Eagle or $10 Olympics gold
coin can be used as legal payment up to and including its face value.
U.S. law does not provide for additional value to be ascribed to coins
that are intrinsically more valuable than their face value.

In Canada, legal tender “refers to the money approved [by the
government] for paying debts.”2 Unlike in the United States, Canada
limits the legal tender of coins based on denomination.
• forty dollars if the denomination is two dollars or greater but does

not exceed ten dollars; (20 two dollar coins (toonies))
• twenty-five dollars if the denomination is one dollar; (25 one dollar

coins (loonies))
• ten dollars if the denomination is ten cents or greater but less than

one dollar; (100 dimes)
• five dollars if the denomination is five cents; and (100 nickels)
• twenty-five cents if the denomination is one cent. (25 pennies)

And while Canada has no laws compelling businesses or banks to
accept any form of currency as payment (the two parties of a transaction
must agree on the payment method), when it comes to Canada’s
commemorative coins — which, like the Royal Mint’s UK
commemoratives, are struck as collectibles and not circulating money
— “arrangements are in place with Canada’s major financial
institutions to help customers redeem their face value coins, if they
cannot directly return them to the Mint.”

So says Alex Reeves, senior manager of the Royal Canadian Mint’s
Communications Department.

But the Royal Mint of the United Kingdom offers a much more
nuanced definition of legal tender.

From the Royal Mint’s website:
Legal tender has a very narrow and technical meaning in the

settlement of debts. It means that a debtor cannot successfully be sued
for non-payment if he pays into court in legal tender. It does not mean

that any ordinary transaction has to take place in legal tender or only
within the amount denominated by the legislation. Both parties are free
to agree to accept any form of payment whether legal tender or
otherwise according to their wishes. In order to comply with the very
strict rules governing an actual legal tender it is necessary, for example,
actually to offer the exact amount due because no change can be
demanded.

In addition, the Royal Mint provides the following guidelines for
the maximum legal tender of each of the coin denominations that it
strikes:
• £100 – for any amount
• £50 – for any amount
• £20 – for any amount
• £5 (Crown) – for any amount
• £2 – for any amount
• £1 – for any amount
• 50p – for any amount not exceeding £10
• 25p (Crown) – for any amount not exceeding £10
• 20p – for any amount not exceeding £10
• 10p – for any amount not exceeding £5
• 5p – for any amount not exceeding £5
• 2p – for any amount not exceeding 20p
• 1p – for any amount not exceeding 20p

It is interesting to note that the coin denominations of £20, £50 and
£100 are all special commemorative issues, and not struck for general
circulation. Yet, according to the Royal Mint, coins in these
denominations have unlimited legal tender status.

Up until January 2016, there was no mention made on the Royal
Mint’s website regarding limitations to the legal tender status of
collector coins.

But on January 10, five days after the purported letter from the
Royal Mint that advised banks not to accept collector coins, the Mint
updated their Legal Tender Guidelines, adding the following language
about certain denominations of collector coins:

In practice this means that although the face-value UK coins in
denominations of £5, £20, £50 and £100 are approved as legal tender,
they have been designed as limited edition collectables or gifts and will
not be entering general circulation. As such, UK shops and banks are
not obliged to accept them in return for goods and services.

And…
We receive a lot of enquiries about face-value coins (including £5

crowns, £20, £50 and £100 coins) and their legal tender status. Each
issue is authorised by Royal Proclamation in accordance with the
requirements laid down by the Coinage Act 1971. This means that in
common with coins in general circulation these coins have legal tender
status.

Please note that whilst the coins are legal tender, banks are not
obliged to accept the coins. The Royal Mint cannot accept returns of
such coins outside of the 14 days return policy3.

The new language is convoluted but seems to say that businesses,
banks, and even the government are under no obligation to accept the
coins at face value under any circumstances. It makes no mention of
the Mint’s possible role in advising these companies and institutions
not to accept the coins in the first place.
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An image of James’s Royal Mint purchase
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Beyond that, by emphasizing the limits on its return policy (which,
of course, any responsible retailer should have in place and state
plainly), the Royal Mint is making it clear that it is not offering to
redeem the coins as legal tender but will instead grant refunds for these
collectible items as retail consumer goods.

Pages for individual coins for sale on the website were updated as
well.

The description for the 2015 Longest Reigning Monarch UK £20
Fine Silver Coin was changed from “A coin worth its intrinsic value
– £20 for £20” to “This coin has been designed to be a limited edition
collectable or gift and will not be entering general circulation. As
such, UK shops and banks will not accept it…”

The same goes for the Buckingham Palace 2015 UK £100 Fine
Silver Coin and the Britannia 2015 £50 Fine Silver Coin, among
others.

Why It Matters
Without getting into its defining physical characteristics, a “coin”

as such is a monetary instrument issued under the authority of a
government. If you’re using it in the sovereign territory of the issuing
government, then a coin has historically been backed by the force of
law as a method of payment for debt obligations.

In other words, most people would reasonably believe that a coin
by definition has what is understood as legal tender status. You can
spend them.

Nevertheless, the Royal Mint suggests that this commonly-accepted
aspect of coinage applies solely to coins struck for general circulation.
It assumes a special, quasi-legal space for commemorative issues that
allows the government to market the material as legal tender–going so
far as to stamp widely-understood legal tender denominations on the
coins themselves–and then recuse itself, after the fact, of the debt
obligation once the issue is released. All without notifying the public
(including potential buyers in a secondary market) or allowing an
exchange window.

Under normal circumstances the differing assumptions of the Mint
and its consumer base wouldn’t be an issue, as the typical Royal Mint
collector coin costs several times more than its face value and a rational
individual may not find the idea of using it as money in a third-party
commercial transaction an attractive proposition.

Consider the forthcoming Beatrix Potter silver 50p coin that the
Mint is offering for £55 and marketing as the “first and only official
UK coin to celebrate Jemima Puddle-Duck”. It contains eight grams
of silver, which is worth approximately £2.34 at the time of writing.

Or the 2016 Great Fire of London cupro-nickel £2 coin featuring
the delightful edge engraving “THE WHOLE CITY IN DREADFUL
FLAMES”. That coin costs £10.

Spending either one of these is an inefficient way to rid yourself
of these novelty coins.

But that wouldn’t necessarily be the case for the Royal Mint’s larger
denomination coins, offered to collectors at face value. Frankly, the
redemption of these coins should have been expected; in a thin
secondary market, dealers and collectors would be just as likely to cash
them in as sit on the inventory looking for a buyer.

Dealers in the U.S. CoinWeek spoke to concerning these higher
denomination coins suggested they would only buy the coins at below
face value. And based on the Royal Mint’s publicly-stated position on
the matter, we imagine that the same will hold true eventually in the
UK as well.

The legal tender status of numismatic items is a major reason why
collectors purchase coins from the world’s national mints. The Royal
Mint would know this simply by looking at the volume of business they
do in legal tender coinage compared to the sales figures for medals,
tokens, and all the other non-coin material.

Furthermore, in the case of the 293 £100 coins, the Mint did not
have to honor that order. According to the WayBack Machine, the Mint
had imposed a strict limit of 10 coins per household on the issue. That
limit was later lifted.

And while Gresham’s Law (bad money chases good out of the
market) would see to it that collector coins containing silver would get
scooped up by hoarders, it would appear that the Royal Mint has tried
to find a new application of the 45-year-old Coin Act to justify the fact
that it can strike these souvenir trinkets at will, market them to loyal
customers as real coins and then, through backdoor channels, instruct
banks not to accept them at face value.

Collectors deserve and should expect better. The Royal Mint has
let them down.

Editor’s Note: In preparation for this article, CoinWeek reached out
to the Royal Mint for comment. As of press time, we have not received
an official response. We do, however, expect to receive one later in the
week. CoinWeek will post the Mint’s response as soon as it arrives.

While this article reports on conditions and policies in the United
Kingdom, your editor believes the chances are good that they will be
repeated here. As always, buy mint products because you like them,
not because you believe they represent a great investment. While
some popular issues have appreciated in value, most have not.

Notes
1 31 U.S. Code § 5103 – Legal tender
2 Currency Act. R.S.C., 1985, c. C-52: http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-52/page-1.html
3 https://web.archive.org/web/20160110170431/http://www.royalmint.com/aboutus/policies-and-guidelines/legal-tender-guidelines

Sources
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/news/article-3390519/I-buy-Royal-Mint-commemorative-coins-bulk-credit-card-gain-airmiles-
cash-bank-s-refusing-accept-them.html

http://www.royalmint.com/aboutus/policies-and-guidelines/legal-tender-guidelines



LONDON — “Once coin
collecting was a gentlemanly pursuit.
Now it’s a big money business,” said
Richard Bishop, senior specialist at
Spink, one of London’s premier coin
auction houses. “The rising prices are
being dictated by the people who are
buying the coins, because there are a
hundred buyers to every seller, so the
market is driving itself.”

Consider the Charles II five guinea
piece, which Spink sold for 150,000
pounds, about $210,000, last May,
tripling its top £50,000 sales estimate.
Or the Lord St. Oswald 1794 silver
dollar, which went for $4.99 million at
the second D. Brent Pogue Collection
sale in September, held by Stack’s
Bowers Galleries and Sotheby’s in
New York — more than 20 times its
$242,000 price at its last auction, in
1985.

Indeed, the Luxury Investment
Index in Knight Frank’s recent Wealth
Report shows that coins have become
the second-highest-performing luxury
asset, behind cars, in the 12 months up
to the fourth quarter of 2015. They
appreciated 13 percent in that period,
and achieved a sizable 92 percent
growth during the preceding five
years.

“The bull coin market stems from
the global financial crash in 2008,”
said Keith Heddle, managing director
of Stanley Gibbons Investments. It
provided the Wealth Report figures
from its 2015 English Coin 200 Index,
which captured the growth of 200
British coins valued at £5,000 to
£225,000. “People were looking for an
alternative way of diversifying their portfolio with alternative assets
that are tangible and aren’t correlated to the stock market, where
everything can drop at the same time,” he said. “Coins keep going up
because they are not linked to the financial market.”

Gold prices also have pushed up the prices of gold coins, said
Christopher Martin of CJ Martin Coins and chairman of the British
Numismatic Trade Association. As he noted, “You can buy an ancient
gold coin for double the bullion value, which has a greater intrinsic
value and rarity because, of course, these coins are not being produced
now and are limited in their availability.”

Emerging markets also have
introduced new collectors. India is
now one of the hottest markets, Mr.
Martin said, as Indians “are beginning
to be interested in their own coins and
see the investment potential.”

Rare, flashy items like big gold
coins are driving the top end of the
market as they grab the headlines, said
Mark Rasmussen, who deals in British
coins ranging from the Anglo-Saxon
era through the 1950s. And British
coins have a worldwide appeal, he
said, thanks to the British imperial
history. “Anything that is top quality
— near the condition when struck —
goes for a high price, as collectors
want the best examples that no one
else has,” Mr. Rasmussen added.

The history or character depicted
on a coin often also increases appeal,
whether the piece is an Alexander the
Great Tetradrachm or an Elizabeth I
half crown, although Philip Cohen of
the London company Coin Heritage
said the fascination with coins also
can be more visceral: “People equate
coins with the word ‘treasure,’ which
people like to find and hoard and
remember from childhood, like
reading ‘Treasure Island.’ And, of
course, coins have been the basis of
society for at least 3000 years, so there
are positive associations with holding
value.”

The Internet is fueling the rising
value of antique coins, too, allowing
easy access to information like
catalogs, price tracking and live
bidding. John Millensted, head of
coins at Bonhams in London, said,

“People are less frightened of auctions than they used to be as we want
people to buy and it’s easier to buy over the Internet because small items
like coins don’t need huge shipping fees.” He noted that Bonhams’coin
auctions had attracted live online bids from as far afield as Australia
and Canada.

The future of coins looks bright. As Mr. Heddle noted: “With a solid
and constant 10-year rise of 232 percent, it’s tough to argue with the
evidence.”
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ANTIQUE COINS: “A BIG MONEY BUSINESS”
bbyy  MMeellaanniiee  AAbbrraammss,,  AApprriill  44  22001166,,  ffrroomm  tthhee  NNeeww  YYoorrkk  TTiimmeess  WWeebb  SSiittee  

The front and back of the Alexander Tetradrachm coin. 
The front or obverse, top, has Hercules with a lion’s skin; 

the reverse shows Zeus holding an eagle and scepter
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June 25 – 26, Toronto, TOREX – Canada’s
National Coin Show, Hyatt Regency Toronto
on King, 370 King St. W. Featuring Canada’s
finest dealers in Canadian, ancient, and foreign
coins, paper money, coin and paper money
supplies and reference books. TOREX,
Canada’s longest running collectors’ show
(since 1962), is the best place to buy, sell,
trade and evaluate your coins! For more
information contact Brian Smith, email
brian@torex.net, telephone 416-705-5348.
Website: http://www.torex.net
Aug. 14, Paris, South Western Ontario
Numismatics Coin & Collectables show
(S.W.O.N.), Paris Fairgrounds, 139 Silver
Street. Over 55 tables of coins, paper
money, military & more. We have 35 dealers
plus a kids’table for the young collectors. Hot
& cold food and drinks are available at the
show. Buy, sell, & appraise at show. Show
hours 9am to 4pm For more information
contact Ted Bailey, email
tedscollectables@bellnet.ca, telephone 519-
442-3474 or 1-866-747-2646.

Sept. 11, Brampton, Rotary Club of
Brampton Coin and Trading Card Show,
Century Gardens Recreation Centre, 340
Vodden Rd. E Hours: 9am-4:30pm. Admission
is $3, under 14 free and free parking. Buy, sell,
trade at more than 40 tables of dealers,
including a Children’s table.  Funds raised for
Children’s Charities. For more information
contact B&W Coins & Tokens c/o Willard
Burton, email willardb@bwcoin.com,
telephone 905-450-2870. 
Sept. 18, London, London Numismatic
Society Annual Show, The Ramada Inn, 817
Exeter Rd. (off Hwy 401) Hours: 9am-4pm.
Admission $2. Displays and dealers for coins,
medals, notes and tokens. For more
information, email tedleitch@hotmail.ca,
telephone 519-472-9679. 
Sept. 24, Guelph, Guelph Fall Coin Show,
Colonel John McCrae Legion Branch 234,
57 Watson Parkway South Hours: 9am-3pm.
Admission $3, under 16 free. Free level
parking, fully accessible. Legendary lunch
counter, free draw for gold coin. Coins,

banknotes, tokens, Canadian Tire money,
medals, books and supplies at more than 35
dealer tables. Featuring some of Canada’s
top numismatic dealers. Club-sponsored Kid’s
Table for under 14; buy, sell, trade or evaluate.
For more information contact Mike
Hollingshead, email cholling@uoguelph.ca,
telephone 519-823-2646. Website:
http://www.southwellingtoncoinsociety.com
Sept. 30 – Oct. 1, Toronto, Toronto Coin
Expo, Toronto Reference Library, 789 Yonge
St Toronto Reference Library, 789 Yonge St.,
2nd Floor. Sept. 30-Oct. 1, 2016 - Hours: Fri.
and Sat. 10am to 5pm Admission $6, under 16
free. Partnering with Geoffrey Bell Auctions;
auction Sept. 29-30. This is a great venue in
Canada to buy – sell – trade. Appraisals with
internationally renowned dealers in coins,
banknotes, tokens, medals, militaria, gold,
silver and jewelry. For more information
contact Jared Stapleton, email
torontocoinexpo@gmail.com, telephone 647-
403-7334. Website:
http://www.torontocoinexpo.ca

Listings are courtesy of Canadian Coin News Coming Events

COMING EVENTS FOR SUMMER 2016

July 19 – 24, Ottawa, 2016 Ottawa RCNA Convention, Delta Ottawa City Centre, 101 Lyon Street North (between Queen St and Albert
St) hosted by the Ottawa Numismatic Society www.ons-sno.ca. The annual convention will feature a number of events including a show
and bourse, auction by Geoffrey Bell Auctions, seminars, meetings, sight-seeing tours etc. Convention hotel rooms are going fast. For
more information contact Paul Johnson, email info@rcna.ca, telephone 647-401-4014 or for Program of Events details or on line
registration visit the RCNA Website: http://www.rcna.ca/2016

May it please Col. Denison (Lieutenant-Colonel George Taylor
Denison III was known for virulent anti-Americanism) to note that the
Ottawa Journal, a truly loyal paper, desires to have truck and trade with
the Yankees to the extent that Canada and the United States shall agree
to coin—separately and of distinctly national character each-5, 10, 25
and 50-cent pieces, and, if you like,
silver dollars and gold 5, 10, and
20-dollar pieces, of the same metal,
and making each legal tender in
the other country. 

As has been stated often
enough, that is what the Latin
Monetary Union in Europe does—
France, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland
and Greece. 

(The Latin Monetary Union (LMU) was a 19th-century attempt
to unify several European currencies into a single currency that could
be used in all the member states, at a time when most national
currencies were still made out of gold and silver. It was established in
1865 and disbanded in 1927. Many countries minted coins according

to the LMU standard even though they
did not formally accede to the LMU
treaty. A selection of LMU gold is
shown here.)

An arrangement, which works with-
out a hitch between five countries,
should work well enough between two.
Why should not the Dominion
government make a suggestion of this
kind to Washington? Somebody has to
make a start. —Toronto Globe.

Canada Would Trade Coins
RReeppoorrtteedd  iinn  TThhee  NNuummiissmmaattiisstt  ooff  MMaarrcchh,,  11991166


